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Exclusive Raspberry Pi case with 
RISC OS Cog, available in clear, 

black or white acrylic

Exclusive Raspberry Pi case for  
our PiSSDup adaptor, available in 

clear, black or white acrylic

Light use ARMbook Kit including 
RComp Support, case, ethernet 
adaptor and USB charger cable.

£329
£13

£10

A universal medium-sized acrylic 
case with custom end plates to 

suit a Wandboard or Pi and SSD

A mini ITX-sized case to fit many 
RISC OS boards, alongside other 

additional hardware.

Custom smaller case for the 
Raspberry Pi and our own 
PiSSDup adaptor board.

A single  or double slice case for 
a Raspberry Pi, as a foundation 

for your stacking system.

A protective vinyl skin to keep 
your precious ARMbook safe from 

everyday cosmetic damage.

£30

£25

Wireless networked RISC OS 
machine, with a fast processor 

and extra USB ports.

An off-the-shelf wireless bridge 
with instructions for RISC OS

set up and configuration.

£119
£18

£30
£30

£25

PiSSDup mSATA Adaptor

A PiSSDup mSATA adaptor, 
complete with printed instructions 

for fitting it to your Pi.

Upgrade your Pi 

with an SSD!

PiSSDup
£25

PiPOD plate, adaptor kit and a 
16GB micro SD card. Add a Pi 

3B+ for £35

PiPOD Adapt

£15
£25

LIMITED STOCK LIMITED STOCK

£50

£18
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Limited edition ultra-small RISC 
OS Pi-based machine with 

integrated 32GB hard drive.

£25

A brand-named Class 10 micro 
SD card with licensed RISC OS 
5.27 and extra bonus software

LapDock with UK keyboard, PSU, 
Pi Zero, leather case and cables - 

make your own Pi Laptop!

Light use 1080p 14in screen, 
running RISC OS 5.27, with much 
improved keyboard and trackpad.

Buy £15

£25

£55

by

£95
£69

Pi 3B+ with PiRO Case, 32GB 
microSD card, PSU, HDMI Cable, 

wireless keyboard and mouse

PiRO with 32GB microSD card, 
PiRO case, Raspberry Pi 3B+ 
and PiSSDup mSATA adaptor

An mSATA expansion kit for the 
mini.m to add superfast disc 

access, and optional USB ports.

Light use 13.3in laptop, running 
RISC OS 5.27. Comes complete 

with RISC OS acrylic slice.

£25

£35

Rugged 160mm aluminium square 
case with custom end plates for 

nearly all RISC OS boards

£45

A miniature si.zeRO computer, 
with 32GB or 64GB or 200GB 

RISC OS 5.27 card

£15
£50

£149

A BeagleBoard xM running RISC 
OS 5.24, all in a  limited edition 

unique orange acrylic case

£75

£60

£90

And also…

Pi-Topv2 Clear (Rare!)…. £249

Pi Top v1 Slice…………….. £10

RISC OS skins……………. ASK

120GB mSATA drives……. £50

BURP Case…………….from £40

!ShareUSB for PiPOD….. Free*

!ZillaRAM…… FREE! Just Ask!

LIMITED STOCK

£130

£149

£199

LAST ONE!

LIMITED STOCK

LIMITED STOCK


